
PRINT DESIGN

LOGO DESIGN & BRANDING

WEB DESIGN

HTML5  INC. {BOOTSTRAP} {PHP} {COLDFUSION}

CSS3  INC. {LESS} 

JAVASCRIPT  INC. {JQUERY} 

USER INTERFACE DESIGN  INC. {MOBILE} {APPS}

MOBILE + APP UX BUILDING

ADVERTISING & MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

SEO & ANALYTICS

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION DESIGN

|  PORTFOLIO SAMPLES

Extensive and strong background creating exciting marketing 
promotional materials and engaging branding elements

Continuous self education to increase proficiency; savvy and 
systematic work-flow maximizing consistency for web and print 

Outstanding eye for typography, pixel-perfect interfaces and 
photographic retouching [a.k.a. Photoshop “magic” skills]

 Dependable and detail oriented yet able to meet tight deadlines; 
excellent time management and organizational skills

  Personable; comfortable as a team leader, team player or solo; 
superb client communication skills [15+ year freelance career]

Strategic marketing experience; solid grasp of the ‘big picture’ 
and R.O.I. with realistic expectations for web or print projects’ 
outcome before beginning

Comfortable providing justification for design decisions

HOME  /  TOP DESIGNERS FOR HIRE  /  LAS VEGAS, NV  /  DAVID GRANT

SUPERHERO

VIRTUOSO

CRAFTSMAN

PLAYER

FIDDLER

  CREATIVE CLOUD CONNECTED  | CC 2015

 VENETIAN VIP INVITE WEBSITE DESIGN CIRCUS @ LV HILTON

 CASINO ADVERTISING MILE HIGH BRANDING RHINO ANNIVERSARY

 NEVER WHA? FAMILIAR POWER MASTER LEGEND

  468 Garrafon Bay St.  
 Las Vegas, NV 89138

 (609) 417-2020
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}		 SO,	WHY	SHOULD	YOU	HIRE	ME?	WHAT	MAKES	ME	SO	DARN	SPECIAL?
  Dependable, open-minded, innovative, successful creative director with a driven desire 

for beautiful design. With 20 years of immersive, progressive, real-world experience in 
the graphic design field, my passionate dedication for learning new and more advanced 
techniques is leading to producing even more superior designs with quicker results.
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|  DESIGN COMPETENCY

↓CLICK SAMPLES↓

|		EDUCATION

|  CONTACT ME

|		ADDITIONAL	INFO|		HOME	EQUIPMENT

©May 2015. David Grant = infin80 creative. Comprised of original artwork. 
Not a template! All rights reserved.
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